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Reviewing the Issue of the Suspended and/or Revoked Driver 
 
 

For years, law enforcement officers have complained about frequency with which they confront a driver 
during a traffic stop when the driver was driving while under suspension or revocation.  There is continuous 
media coverage highlighting traffic crashes involving death or serious injuries where at least one of the 
drivers was under suspension or revocation. Many court cases or civil actions require some sort of 
punishment less than imprisonment, but suspending a driver’s license is not a desirable option for non-
driving offenses and may force people to drive while their licenses are suspended or revoked. Licenses are 
sometimes suspended for failure to pay parking tickets, taxes, library fines or child support. Suspension of 
a driver’s license is also invoked as punishment for school truancy or bad grades; misuse of tobacco 
products; driving without insurance; or, malicious conduct such as graffiti or gang participation.  
 
There is little comprehensive research establishing the scope of the suspended and revoked driver 
problem.  What research that does exist (Attachments 1-8) that has been conducted combines those drivers 
who are not only suspended or revoked with those who are unlicensed.  The unlicensed category includes 
people who are determined to be undocumented aliens, illegal immigrants, uninsured motorists, underage, 
or those who have just not bothered to obtain a valid license. This limited existing research indicates as 
many as twenty-three percent (23%) of highway fatalities involve a driver who is suspended or revoked. 
One statistic indicates that as many as 75% or those who have had their driving privileges withdrawn 
continue to drive.  
 
The top priority of the Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation (DOT) is improvement 
of highway safety. President Bush has challenged DOT to develop creative ways to reduce the number of 
fatalities on the Nation’s highways.  The Secretary has accepted this challenge and has established a goal 
to reduce the highway fatality rate to not more than 1.0 per 100 million vehicle miles traveled by 2008, 
down from 1.7 per 100 million vehicle miles traveled in 1996. The Secretary has reached out to all 
organizations involved in promoting highway safety to support this goal. The AAMVA Board of Directors 
supports this initiative. To this end, AAMVA’s Law Enforcement Committee assembled a Working Group to 
review the problem of suspended and revoked drivers. 
 
This document reviews the initial findings of the Working Group and provides recommendations for future 
action. 
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The Suspended & Revoked Working Group 
 
The problem of the suspended and revoked driver touches many constituencies.  To consider the scope of 
the problem, AAMVA Law Enforcement Committee (LE) Chair, Rick Maag, and Board Advisor, Colonel 
Mark Trostel, Colorado, invited representatives from the highway safety community to address a broad 
range of perspectives.   The convened Working Group represented: 
 Court administrators 
 Federal agencies 
 Highway engineers  
 Judges 
 Law Enforcement officials  
 Motor vehicle administrators focusing on the driver’s license function 
 Motor vehicle administrators focusing on the insurance and financial responsibility function 
 Prosecutors 
 Researchers  
 State legislatures 
 AAMVA Staff 
  
Organizations represented on the Working Group:  
 AAMVA Driver’s License & Control Committee (DL&C) 
 AAMVA Financial Responsibility and Insurance Committee (FR&I) 
  AAMVA Law Enforcement Committee (LE)  
  American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
  Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning & Public Policy, Rutgers University 
 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
 Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) 
 Governors Highway Safety Association (GHSA) 
 International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) 
 National Center for State Courts (NSCS) 
 National Conference for State Legislators (NCSL) 
 National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 
 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
 National Sheriffs Association (NSA) 
 National Traffic Law Center (NTLC) 
 Transportation Research Board (TRB) 
   
 
 

The First Meeting of the Suspended & Revoked Working Group 
A first meeting was held in Albuquerque, NM, February 8 & 9, 2005. This document highlights the findings 
and recommendations of those discussions.  
 
A roster (Appendix ii) of those in attendance is included in this paper. Complete minutes of the meeting are 
available upon request.  
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Defining the Scope of the Problem    
The problem can be illustrated using some of the information available at both national and state levels:  
 
Characteristics of Suspended / Revoked (S/R) Drivers 

• One study shows the majority of suspended drivers are African American males. It also shows that 
insurance related suspensions are at an estimated 73.4%, while alcohol-related suspensions are 
significantly lower. 

• Surveys and data prove that urban males in the very low income bracket tend to have the highest 
rate of S/R group and are most likely to be repeat offenders.  

• The majority of suspended drivers have no points on their license  
 
 
National  

• A study by the NCHRP study says that as many as 21% of drivers are suspended & revoked (S/R). 
• The study further showed that of 42,828 motor vehicle fatalities (FARS 2003) due to motor vehicle 

related accidents and an estimated 3,769 involve unlicensed, suspended and revoked drivers. 
Across the board, as many as 80% of S/R drivers continue to drive. 

• 33 states report suspended licenses for non driving reasons 
• 13 states track the number  of license suspensions 
• 37 states offer conditional and/or restricted licenses (Note:  This figure represents the number of 

states responding affirmatively in the NJ survey.  AAMVA data indicates that 41 states offer some 
form of conditional/restricted license.) 

• There is a problem of people who are driving under some sort of restriction who move out of the 
state and are no longer tracked 

• As many as 30% of the people currently being housed in county jails are there for traffic reasons – 
this causes a housing shortage for other major types of crimes 

• Studies also show that license suspension can be used in discouraging negative social behaviors 

• There were 60 bills introduced in state legislatures in 2004 dealing with the issue of the suspended 
and revoked driver (NCSL) 

 
 
State 

• Louisiana; An estimated 28% of drivers who are active and suspended, and in 2002, 265,985 
motor crashes 

• New Jersey; There are currently 6.1 million drivers in of which 289,600 of which are suspended 
active drivers 

• New Jersey; drivers are being suspended for various reasons, many non-driver-related, such as 
failure to pay insurance surcharge, failure to pay parking tickets, not appearing in court, and failure 
to comply with court ordered installment plan(s). These reasons compile 75-80% of all suspension 
orders in NJ, and 20% of suspended drivers are subsequently convicted of driving while 
suspended. 

• Arizona;  In 2004 alone, 52,000 people were suspended or revoked 
• Washington; Vehicle impound laws don’t work for those considered habitual offenders.  
• Washington; 42% of those suspended and revoked are considered habitual offenders 
• Colorado;  265,000 driver licenses are suspended or revoked annually and another 95,000 are 

cancelled each year  
• New Mexico; There are 1.7 million drivers, of which 97,000 are designated suspended or revoked. 
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Considering the Scope of the Problem from an Organizational Perspective 
This section addresses opinions and observations made in the opening session of the Working Group 
meeting.  These observations represent the feelings of the specific constituency and are, in most cases 
undocumented. This section is intended to offer different sides of the problem to those considering 
solutions. 
 
Law Enforcement  
One of the most pressing problems is that of notification to the suspended/revoked driver.  In many states, 
the DMV used to send a return/receipt – request costing $2 to each person notifying them of S&R.  This 
soon became fiscally prohibitive.   Without the physical proof that a defendant charged with driving while 
suspended or revoked actually knew of his invalid driving status, the courts routinely dismiss these cases in 
many jurisdictions. Because of this, many law enforcement officers use their own discretion to issue 
warnings instead of arresting or ticketing the driver.  This is especially true in cases where the driver is 
suspended for non-driving offenses, which, of course, is the basis for the majority of suspensions.    
 
One estimate indicates that as many as 134,000 people have their driving privileges suspended   as a 
result of failure to pay parking fines annually.  This procedure eliminates discretion of local law 
enforcement, which then spends an inordinate amount of time on financial responsibility issues rather than 
highway safety issues. 
 
In some states Individuals are allowed to obtain ‘provisional licenses’ following DUIs in order to go to work.  
It appears this same option is not available for other types of suspensions or revocations, most notably for 
compliance issues.   Because this option is not available, the S/R driver is forced to drive illegally in order to 
work to pay the fine, make restitution, etc. 
 
 
Sheriff  
Sheriffs also have a responsibility to keep the community safe.  This often starts with highway safety.  
Some statistics show that up to seventy-eight percent (78%) of people arrested and incarcerated are not 
residents of the jurisdiction, or even local to the area, which creates additional jail overcrowding issues.   
Because of   overcrowding, some jurisdictions are considering alternatives to incarceration.  Sheriffs must 
take a more active role in balancing jail overcrowding issues with promoting highway safety. 
 
DMV 
Many S/R drivers do not receive notification of the changed status of their driving privileges due to 
unreported relocation or other circumstances. Even though the driver is responsible for notifying the DMV 
of address changes, the Arizona DMV is in the process of taking a proactive approach by tracking address 
changes in cooperation with the U.S. Postal Service.  
 
Suspensions need to be classified by degree of severity.  Frequent, serious offenders should be handled 
differently than first time offenders suspended for minor, non-driving offenses i.e. a drunk driver should 
have a more severe punishment than the driver who can’t pay insurance or parking fines. 
 
Inconsistency between states in dealing with suspensions allows a driver who is suspended in one state to 
drive legally in another. Information needs to be shared among states in order to resolve that issue.  
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Notifying employers and insurance companies of a driver’s S/R/ status are methods used to control these 
illegal drivers and raise compliance with the law.  Some ways of dealing with S/R drivers are:  use of an 
electronic traffic citation, improvement of the information network, communication with and among law 
enforcement agencies, and insurance tracking on all vehicles in the state.  
 
Auto insurance related suspensions cannot be lumped in with the “other financial” group of reasons for 
suspending licenses for which some suggest an alternative other than suspension or revocation.  All 
jurisdictions require a motorist to be able to meet their obligations to others in the event of a crash.  It is a 
fundamental pre-requisite of being on the highways in the first place and people, through their legislators 
insist that it be so.  Suggesting that when people can’t meet the obligation, it is okay to sentence to an 
alternative is not something that should be supported. 
 
If the conversation lends itself to say that whenever a person doesn’t have insurance, but there is no 
uncovered damage to any other party, then something else, other than license suspension or withdrawal 
should be considered, may jurisdictions already address this by attaching the insurance issue primarily to 
the uninsured vehicle.  It is the vehicle that can’t be operated on the highways but the motorist is allowed to 
operate any insured vehicle for which they are qualified.  In these jurisdictions it is only when the driver 
continues to operate a vehicle that is not insured that action is taken against the DL as a progression in the 
severity of penalties. 
 
Prosecutors 
In North Carolina, all suspended or revoked driving offenses are considered misdemeanors, regardless of 
the reason the suspension occurred or the number of prior convictions for driving during a suspension or 
revocation. If the case is in front of a judge who does not view this issue as a priority, the driver is less likely 
to comply with the suspension/revocation. 
 
There are three basic categories of suspension: 

• Bad drivers 
• Failure to Appear (FTA) 
• Financial   
•  (NOTE:  This is not a category of suspension, but a problem of improperly suspended drivers) 

 
Repeat offenders often are drivers who fall within the first two categories: bad drivers and failure to appear.  
Education and information can help the people who do not or cannot meet their financial obligations as 
DMV and courts are usually unable or too busy to help these people get their licenses reinstated.  
 
In many cases, the local prosecutor uses his/her discretion in determining whether or not and how a S/R 
driver is punished. Rather than further punish a person who is suspended for financial reasons, a 
prosecutor may request the court give that defendant time to rectify the problem.  For this reason, 
education and training of traffic prosecutors are key elements in finding a solution for the problem of S/R 
drivers. The prosecutors, as well as the courts must be able to   distinguish between a dangerous S/R 
driver and one who is substantially compliant with traffic safety laws but for the suspension.  
Communication between the courts, law enforcement agencies, and lawmakers could help   separating the 
criminals from the financially strapped S/R drivers.  
 
Educating prosecutors on how to deal with traffic cases and plea-bargaining will be effective in dealing with 
both classifications of S/R drivers. Prosecutors must back-up law enforcement, minimizing community risk 
and advocating deterrence.  Penalties for more dangerous drivers, such as treating some S/R/ offenses as 
felonies along with vehicle forfeiture could be effective in resolving the S/R driving problem.  
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Enforceable financial compliance orders could be effective for habitual financial offenders. Key issues in 
making this an effective solution relate to the consistency of enforcement of the order and accepting no less 
than full compliance from the offender.   In those situations where an S/R driver is so financially strapped 
that that he/she cannot pay outstanding financial obligations in order to rectify the basis for the suspension, 
alternatives must be considered and prosecutors empowered to allow them.  Some such alternatives may 
be public service work in lieu of the fines or judicially and/or administratively granted restricted driving 
permits to assist the individual in getting to work.  
 
Highway safety continues to be the number one issue as S/R drivers are the main reason for fatalities on 
the highway. (Is this true? –possible research question). 
 
Echoing the opinion of law enforcement, ‘proof of service’ is a key issue in a successful prosecution. 
 
We need to consider stiffer penalties than administrative sanctions.  We need to overcome the attitude 
of…. “It’s just a driving offense”.  (NOTE:  what do you mean by “administrative sanction”?  The driver has 
been charged with driving during a suspension 
 
To assist the prosecution in one state, it would help to have a complete record of past convictions from all 
other states, not just the one where the court is located. This requires exchange of data across state and 
county lines, and among all agencies and courts involved.  
 

 
 
Legislative 
“Traffic safety” issues are popular amongst state legislatures; however, many proposed statutes regarding 
the suspension of driving privileges have nothing to do with traffic safety.  Accurate information needs to be 
presented to state legislatures to educate them of the problem created when they choose to suspend 
driver’s licenses for non-driving related reasons.   Recently, one state legislature voted to authorize the 
suspension of driving privileges for nonpayment of taxes. The result of this will be to create yet another 
group of suspended drivers whose suspension has nothing to do with their driving habits.  It will cause law 
enforcement to spend more time on non-traffic safety infractions, the sheriff’s department to find more 
space in jails, and the courts to struggle through even more cases coming through the system.  This is just 
one example of how a state legislature can divert the purpose of suspensions and revocations away from 
traffic safety.  
 
 
Judges 
Resolving the problem is going to mandate multiple solutions and it is important to match the most 
appropriate solution to the problem.  Judges need to be aware of the scope and importance of the problem.  
An evaluation is necessary to determine what sentencing alternatives are available, and which work best 
for a variety of different offenders.  Courts and judges need to be aware of sentencing alternatives.  Are 
specialized courts more capable of handling some of the suspension cases?  Research is critical to assist 
the courts in the decision making process. 
 
Information on suspended drivers being in accidents needs to be compiled by the reason for the 
suspension.  One alternative is to address the civil and financial reasons for suspension separately from 
bad driving suspensions.  The courts then, knowing that a suspension or revocation is based on bad or 
dangerous driving habits, would be motivated to attack the problem more seriously on a consistent basis. 
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Federal 
Enforcement, adjudication, education and training are going to be the best way to successfully attack the 
problem of S/R drivers. The National Crash Causation Study will track crashes and the elements of those 
crashes. This study is investigating and documenting the reason for the crash, the record of drivers 
involved, and any correlation between a driver’s record and cause of the crash.    
 
Use of technology (biometrics) could be effective verifying a driver’s identity and his/her record. The use of 
biometric technology is one under consideration and investigation to assist in attacking the problem of the 
S/R driver. OnStar© and interlock devices are other types of technology worth considering. 
 
 
Rural vs. Urban 
In considering solutions, we also must consider the offender who lives 40 miles from his/her job and doesn’t 
have access to public transportation. This is also a state court issue.  
 
Engineering 
Is there really a positive correlation between an S/R driver being involved in a crash or is the answer more 
likely to be found in the engineering of a particular roadway itself?  It is a question of whether the roads are 
unsafe, or whether the drivers are unsafe, independent of the roadway engineering.   Also, it must be 
considered that even if S/R individuals are less than ideal drivers, that perhaps a different road outlay could 
eliminate or reduce the problem of the crashes on the road, regardless of bad driving habits.  
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Reducing the Number of Drivers Who Drive While Suspended & Revoked –  
A Discussion 
Clarify the Definition of Suspended and Revoked Driving 
In the past several years, those who have discussed this issue have blended the terms “suspended” and 
“revoked” so that they are regularly used interchangeably; additionally, the “unlicensed” driver is also 
included in the discussion.  
 
For the sake of these and any future discussions, the Working Group agreed on these definitions:   

Revoked – a person who has had his/her driving privileges withdrawn for an indeterminate period of 
 time or even permanently. While it is understood that some states allow an appeal after a certain 
 period of time, the term revoked presumes that the driver may never again have a legal right to drive.  

• Permanent revocation of licenses 
• Indefinite period of time 
• Revocation records are kept on file 
• Habitual offender 
• Media attention tends to focus on revoked license as the more dangerous driver 

 
Suspended – a person who has had his/her driving privileges  withdrawn for a specific and fixed 

 period of time, typically 30, 60, 90 or 120 days, after which the  DMV  Administration  may require 
 additional action (driving school, payment of fees, successful completion of a rehab program, 
 probation hearings, etc) in order to reinstate  driving privileges. 

• Definite period of time 
• Suspension appears to be more financially based 
• Civil sanctions resulting from implied consent chemical testing 
• Doesn’t require re-issuance of license 
• “Suspended” means you can get your license back after certain standards are  met 

 
Unlicensed – those who have never been formally tested as to their ability to drive, issued a drivers 
license or have met all the legal requirements associated with obtaining a license, including proof of 
insurance, medical exams, driving school, etc.  This population is unknown because they have never 
entered the system. 

 
In lieu of a clear and consistent definition, the Working Group created a new term – Driving Privileges 
Withdrawn (DPW).  This term combines the suspended and revoked group and excludes the unlicensed 
group.  It is this group, DPW, which the Working Group focused its attention.    
 
 

Solving the Problem – The Challenge  
• Protect citizens – highway safety  
• Obtain compliance with the law.   
• Get people back on the road legally.   

 

Researching the Issue 
It is clear from the first Working Group meeting that no one has a true understanding of the width and 
breadth of the problem.  Depending on what one reads, statistics indicate that anywhere between 9% to 
more than 30% of the people driving today are doing so while either suspended or revoked. The problem is 
compounded when one considers the issue of unlicensed drivers. 
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It has been accepted that there are major differences in why people have their driving privileges withdrawn, 
those who are bad drivers and have a bad driving record and those who have their privileges withdrawn for 
non-driving infractions. Bad drivers may not be technically and skill-wise “bad”. They may just tend to drive 
illegally a lot. That is, they consistently drive well above the speed limit, but don’t have a lot of crashes in 
their records. In this way they can be seen by some as similar to drivers who violate other laws (financial 
responsibility laws and who don’t have crashes) the difference is that there is a presumed connection 
between repeated violation of traffic laws and risk of crash. Is that true, or are most people involved in 
crashes, people who have not had one in some time (or ever) and are they people with or without traffic 
convictions? 
 
A Research Protocol Perspective sub-Committee was established to pursue additional comprehensive 
research of the issues discussed by the Working Group meeting. The sub-committee will develop research 
protocol and investigate opportunities to solicit funding for further research.  
The sub-committee consists of: 

Elizabeth Earleywine, Esq. Garrett Morford   Mike Acree   Robert Eger, PhD.  
Gene Flango, PhD.  Hadi Shirazi, PE  Jon Carnigie, PhD.  Selden Fritschner 
Janice Dluzynski   
 

Developing a Working Hypothesis to Consider the Problem 
“Drivers with their privileges withdrawn (DPW) are involved disproportionately in fatal/serious injury 
crashes.” 

• This hypothesis and solution focuses strictly on DPW and not on unlicensed drivers 
• Highway safety issues occur when drivers are being stopped while suspended or revoked. Should there be 

a focus on certain groups of drivers, i.e. - drivers who cause fatal/serious injuries and then focus on whether 
or not these drivers are inappropriately licensed? (NOTE:  Inappropriately licensed or illegally driving during 
a suspension or revocation?)  

• Why are charges being dismissed in court? 
• Sentencing alternatives - what are effective sentencing strategies that lead to compliance? 
• Accurate, updated driving records are necessary to determine how to handle cases of driving while DPW. 
• People who successfully complete a  program or requirements contingent to reinstatement need to have 

that information shared with the DMV 
• Notification - A solution to drivers not receiving notice of withdrawn privileges is to notify the individual 

through first class mail.  If the notification is not returned, it is considered legally received. 
 Improve method of notification 
 Proof of receipt (signed proof) 
 DMV needs to update records frequently 
 Driver needs to change address with DMV 
 Language in statutes pertaining to notification should be changed to make DWP a strict liability 

offense.   In other words, the defendant’s “knowledge” of his suspension is irrelevant.  
 Lack of successful prosecution due to notification problems in states that require proof of notification. 

 
Research Questions 

• Research the complete extent of the problem.  
• What percent of the serious/fatal crashes are caused by DPW for bad driving records, not civil imposition of 

penalties?  If we find that a small percent of those involved in fatal/serious injury crashes are DPW, do we 
still have a problem?  

• Do people who are S/R and drive anyway then move in to a more deadly category because they run when 
they see blue lights and then cause a crash where innocent bystanders are injured or killed?   

• Is jail the answer for people driving while suspended and revoked for financial reasons rather than 
bad driving habits?   
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Possible solutions 
• Establish allies in partner organizations i.e.  MADD 
• Establish initiatives within NHTSA similar to Click-it or Ticket  
• Identify alternative sentencing for non-dangerous suspended/revoked drivers 
• Explore the feasibility of establishing specialty courts 
• Improve education to courts/prosecution/legislatures 
• Delineate between DPW due to social behavior and threat to highway safety  
• Consider options in prosecution and sentencing for the differences in rural vs. urban areas 
• Research statistics that show the effectiveness of different sentencing options  
• Vehicle impoundment 
• Unique identifier on the license plates  
• Investigate the differences in how different states handle  DPW  
• Study the variables that highlight fiscal impact for DPW both from a personal and societal point-of-view  
• Identify effective tactics and solutions geared toward preventing S/R drivers from continuing to drive. 
• Put in place an identifying tool to focus on invalid drivers 
• As the research criteria are developed, they will be presented to the various insurance industries. 
• Accurately map out the process as a guide to where to focus a study 
• Develop intervention methods to prevent the driver’s license from being suspended or revoked for financial 

reasons. 
• Improve public awareness of the problem.  
• Educate state legislatures in order to allow them to make informed decisions to enact appropriate and 

effective laws. 
• Research the various reasons why DPW prosecutions involving bad driving history are dismissed from the 

bench.  Is it lack of notification, for example?  
• Create a system that provides one driver/one record/one history (DriVERS – CDLIS 2) 
• Improve and expand accurate timely transfer of information between courts, DMV and law enforcement. 
• Time spent by courts and law enforcement-is it cost effective? Is there a way to prove that there is too much 

money and time being spent on drivers who do not pose a highway safety threat? 
 

Next steps 
• Assemble notes from the Working Group meeting (completed) 
• Disseminate notes for review and comment (completed) 
• IACP - S&P Meeting briefing – Mark (completed) 
• Create “White Paper” / Working Group report (completed) 
• IACP - Highway Safety Agenda Screening – Jessie / Doug (completed) 
• NSA Traffic Safety Committee – Mike (completed) 
• AAMVA Board of Directors – Mark (April) 
• NDAA-APRI Newsletter – Elizabeth (April) 
• Police Chiefs Magazine – Rick / Selden (May) 
• Sheriffs Magazine – Mike / Selden (May) 
• Research Design sub-group meeting (scheduled) 

 

 

Time line 
• Draft summary review - March 1 (completed) 
• White paper finalized - April 15 (completed) 
• Board meeting presentation – April 29 
• Research sub-Committee meets (July) 
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Appendix i        

Mapping the Problem 

         
ASSUMING A PERSON IS DPW 

 

 

WHY IS THE PERSON DPW? 

Alternatives to withdrawal 
Bad Driving (DUI / habitual 

Administrative Action (points) / Notification 
Records updating 

 

 

ENFORCEMENT / ARRESTS 

To site or not to site (LE selective decision) 
Officer education - (Don’t remove the Prosecutor’s tools) 

Criminal Justice Efficiency – (How much time are we taking away from LE preventing them for doing 
other things?) 

Time spent on non traffic issues versus time spent on traffic issues 

 
RECORDS AVAILABILITY 

 

PROSECUTION 

Records Updating 
 

 

COURTS 

Dismissal for cause 
Notification 

Records updating 
 
 

RECORDS UPDATING 

 

 
SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES 

What do we know that might reduce recidivism? 
Highway Safety Effect 

Records Updating 
 
 

RECORDS (DMV) 

Accuracy 
Updating 

Timely Transfer of Information 
 

What are the Choke Points Throughout This Process? 

• Notification – sentencing 

• Training – LE – whether to issue a citation or not 

• Show there is a waste of time in some areas 
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A Graphic Model of the Mapping Questions 

 

 
 
 

At Fault 
Serious Injury/Fatal 

Crashes

Not DPW

Not for this
group

to look at

DPW

Bad Drivers Other
% Crashes Low

% Crashes High

What do we do?

Not for this group 
but look

at alternatives
ex. Courts,

sentencing etc.

What do 
we do?

Other

Failure to 
Appear

No Insurance

$ issues

Criminal
Not traffic

Alternative Courts/Sentencing etc.
Also look at handling these groups
in similar ways as the % high DWI

and non-DWI group

% Crashes High % Crashes Low

What do we do?

Not for this group 
but look

at alternatives
ex. Courts,

sentencing etc.

DWI Not DWI

Prosecutors Legislature

Law
Enforcement Notification

CourtsPublic

Education and training,
Discretion in charging, etc

Education 
and training,

Prosecutorial 
Discretion, etc.

Education
and training,
awareness, 

etc.

Education 
and training,

statutes, 
sentencing 

guidelines, etc.

Education 
and training,
disposition,
sentencing,

etc.

Education
and training, 

effective 
measure, etc.

There are many other categories that
may be present that are not  listed on 
this chart or were not discussed at the 
meeting.  In addition, there are many 

other issues in these categories
that are not listed but need to be discussed

and expanded if and when we reach
the point of proving our original hypothesis.
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Attachment 1 
 

 

  
 
 

Unlicensed Drivers in the United States 
 

Did you know?  
•   Drivers who operate a motor vehicle without a driver's license 

are believed to be the most dangerous drivers on the road.  

 

•   About 20% of fatal crashes involve at least one unlicensed 
driver. 

  

•   According to one AAA study, nearly one death an hour from 
1993–1999 can be attributed to unlicensed drivers.  

 

•   One study found that 30 to 70 percent of drivers whose licenses 
have been suspended or revoked continue to drive.  

 

•   Some unlicensed drivers are actually more careful because 
getting stopped may have severe consequences.  

 

•   Many unlicensed drivers are also uninsured.  

 

•   In contrast to insured drivers, if you are in a collision with an 
uninsured driver, even if it's their fault, you may not be 
reimbursed for damages.  

 

Major findings from AAA Foundation Reports: The Problem 
•   One in five fatal crashes involved at least one driver who did 

not have a license. 
  

•   The proportion of invalidly licensed drivers varied widely by 
state, from 6% in Maine to 23% in New Mexico. Other high-
risk jurisdictions included the District of Columbia, Arizona, 
California, and Hawaii.  

 

•   Not only were their licenses invalid, 28 percent of them had 
received three or more license suspensions or revocations in 
the three years before their crashes.  

 

•   Drunk driving is associated with unlicensed driving.  



Best Practices (Solutions) 
 

Laws  

•   Implement and enforce administrative license revocation and suspension laws - This 

is effective because justice is swift and certain.  
•   Vehicle immobilization or impoundment for drivers who have had their licenses 

taken away has been shown to be effective in multiple states – To impound any 

vehicle used by a DWS, DWR, or DWU drivers, regardless of ownership.  

•   An electronic "smart-card" driver's license - This credit card-like device contains a 

computer chip, without which a car can't be started. If the license were taken away by 

the licensing agency, the violator would be prevented from driving.  

•   Establish a separate law enabling license status checkpoints – This law may be 

beneficial in states where DUI checkpoints have been ruled invalid.  

•   Block registration of vehicles by drivers lacking a valid license – The state can be 

sure that drivers whose licenses have been suspended or revoked cannot avoid 

punishments of plate removal or vehicle impoundment by obtaining another vehicle.  

•   Establish mandatory jail time for drivers who continue to drive without a license – A 

last resort for people where all other sanctions have been ineffective. To achieve this 

goal, the level of repeat DWI, DWR, and DWU offense must be raised to a criminal 

offense and then educate judges as to the dangers to the community posed by these 

offenders.  
  
Enforcement  

•   Implement plate removal at the scene – This variation of vehicle impoundment is 
most effective when the law enforcement officer removes the plates at time of arrest.  

•   Implement special plates or stickers as an automatic probable cause for a traffic stop 

– This variation of vehicle impoundment gives the officer justification to stop the 
vehicle because it is displaying special plates.  

 
Encouraging compliance with laws  

•   Establish driver assistance programs and informational campaigns – There is strong 
evidence that confusion over the proper procedures is one of the chief reasons for 
drivers' failure to reinstate their license, even though they meet all the requirements to 
do so. At a minimum, giving drivers who are suspended a simple, easy-to-follow set 
of instructions on how to get their license back (or to receive a hardship license) is 
worthwhile. Going further, providing personalized assistance over the telephone or in 
person is a better way to help ensure that drivers get back into the system as soon as 
they are eligible.  

•   Reduce the possibility and use of plea bargaining through additional information and 

education - Education of prosecutors and judges is probably the most effective 
way to reduce the possibility that DWS and DWR charges will be reduced or 
dismissed. This is a procedural solution that the DMV and the administrative 
office of the courts should work on together to ensure that the message gets out in 
the most effective manner possible.  
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Enforcement 
Strategies 
for 
Suspended 
or Revoked 
Licenses 

A primary mission of law enforcement is to provide society with a safe and 
secure highway system by reducing traffic crashes, injuries, and deaths. This is 
accomplished through fair, impartial, and reasonable enforcement of traffic laws. 
However, media reports detailing serious crashes involving drivers operating on 
suspended or revoked licenses is frustrating to traffic safety officials and the 
public.  

Driving with a suspended or revoked license is not a new phenomenon. 
Currently, there exists a general disregard for compliance with suspension or 
revocation orders. In addition, operating with a suspended or revoked license is 
an “undetectable” offense to the eye of law enforcement officers because no 
clues exist to draw attention to the violator. Officers call this an “invisible traffic 
violation.” Speeding, non-use of safety belts, or driving while impaired can be 
clearly seen by law enforcement officers, but driving with a suspended or 
revoked license is undetectable unless the driver commits an observable traffic 
violation that causes the vehicle to be stopped. To justify a stop, enforcement 
personnel need personal knowledge that a driver with suspended or revoked 
license is operating a vehicle. Unfortunately, as more states pass legislation 
invoking administrative license sanctions, the number of drivers operating with 
suspended or revoked licenses will continue to grow.  

Some state motor vehicle officials have estimated that almost 80 percent of 
persons with suspended or revoked licenses are continuing to operate motor 
vehicles. This revelation prompted a nationwide research project by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the National Sheriffs’ 
Association (NSA) to investigate what law enforcement agencies were doing to 
enforce suspension and revocation sanctions.  
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NSA reviewed several innovative programs that focused on the operator of the 
vehicle. A particularly effective enforcement program, called the Hot Sheet 
program, is being used by both the Ohio and Florida Highway Patrols.  

The law enforcement agencies obtain computer printouts containing the names 
of sanctioned drivers from the Department of Motor Vehicles. Officers highlight 
the names of the most chronic offenders and then sort them by patrol area, ZIP 
code, or street location (using what worked best in a particular area). The lists, or 
Hot Sheets, are then distributed to patrol units in these areas. Usually the 
individual Hot Sheets are one page of the most flagrant violators in specific patrol 
areas.  

This program requires minimum amount of resources, and it works. Patrol 
personnel find the Hot Sheet program to be useful and informative. When officers 
receive their Hot Sheet, they frequently saw names they recognized.  

After 6 months of working with the Hot Sheet program, officers involved in the 
pilot test program increased arrests for revocation or suspension by 14 percent. 
One driver actually pleaded with officers to have his name removed from the list 
because he was scared to drive. This program proved effective in reducing the 
number of individuals driving after their licenses were suspended or revoked.  

Following the successes experienced in the two pilot test sites, Ohio County, 
West Virginia and Salt Lake County, Utah, NSA developed Guidelines for a 
Suspended or Revoked Operator Enforcement Program. It is available from 
NHTSA and includes a step-by-step procedure that describes how to decide 
whether a problem exists; how to evaluate personnel and equipment needs; how 
to plan and start the program; how to evaluate the program; and how to gain 
community support. Further, the guide contains some effective vehicle license 
plate markings and vehicle immobilization programs that have proved effective.  

For a copy of Guidelines for a Suspended or Revoked Operator Enforcement 
Program, write to:  

Media and Marketing Division  
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration  
NTS-21  
400 Seventh Street, SW  
Washington, DC 20590  
Fax: (202) 493-2062  

Guidelines is also on the NHTSA Web site (http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov).  
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BackgroundBackground

““Fix DMV” Commission created by Executive Order of the Fix DMV” Commission created by Executive Order of the 
Governor in 2002Governor in 2002

In January 2003, the NJ Legislature passed the Motor In January 2003, the NJ Legislature passed the Motor 
Vehicle Security and Customer Service ActVehicle Security and Customer Service Act

–– Abolished the NJ Dept. of Motor Vehicles Services and created Abolished the NJ Dept. of Motor Vehicles Services and created 
the semithe semi--autonomous NJ Motor Vehicle Commission (MVC)autonomous NJ Motor Vehicle Commission (MVC)

–– Improve customer serviceImprove customer service

–– Modernize MVC technologyModernize MVC technology

–– Enhance security and implement digital licensingEnhance security and implement digital licensing

–– Improve MVC efficiency and processesImprove MVC efficiency and processes

–– Establish task force to examine the fairness and affordability oEstablish task force to examine the fairness and affordability of f 
license suspensionslicense suspensions

In September 2003, MVC hired Voorhees Transportation In September 2003, MVC hired Voorhees Transportation 
Center at Rutgers University to conduct Center at Rutgers University to conduct Driver’s License Driver’s License 
Suspensions, Impacts and Fairness StudySuspensions, Impacts and Fairness Study

 
 
 

Study ApproachStudy Approach

National literature reviewNational literature review

State agency outreachState agency outreach

–– General email surveyGeneral email survey

–– Detailed follow up interviewsDetailed follow up interviews

MVC driver history database analysisMVC driver history database analysis

–– 1 million +  records 1 million +  records 

–– 289,000 “active” suspended drivers289,000 “active” suspended drivers

Mail survey of suspended driversMail survey of suspended drivers

–– 5,000 suspended drivers /  2,500 never suspended5,000 suspended drivers /  2,500 never suspended
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Profile of Suspension in NJProfile of Suspension in NJ

6,173,192 licensed drivers6,173,192 licensed drivers

–– 289,600 “active” suspended drivers289,600 “active” suspended drivers

Most frequent reasons for suspensionMost frequent reasons for suspension

–– Failure to pay insurance surchargeFailure to pay insurance surcharge

–– Failure to pay parking ticketsFailure to pay parking tickets

–– Failure to appear in courtFailure to appear in court

–– Failure to comply with a court ordered installment planFailure to comply with a court ordered installment plan

–– Operating while suspended or revokedOperating while suspended or revoked

These five reasons account for 75These five reasons account for 75--80%  of all 80% of all 

suspension orders in NJsuspension orders in NJ

 
 

Profile of Suspension in NJProfile of Suspension in NJ

Suspension rates by geography and incomeSuspension rates by geography and income

Male Female Total

Statewide 7% 3% 5%

By Population Density

Urban (>800 p/sq mi) 10% 4% 7%

Suburban (200-800 p/sq mi) 4% 2% 3%

Rural (<200 p/sq mi) 4% 2% 3%

By Household Income

High (>$85,000) 2% 1% 1%

Middle High ($65,001 - 85,000) 3% 1% 2%

Middle ($40,001 - $65,000) 6% 3% 4%

Low ($20,000 - $40,000) 16% 7% 12%

Low Low(<$20,000) 35% 14% 24%

Suspension Rates
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Profile of Suspension in NJProfile of Suspension in NJ

Frequency of multiple Frequency of multiple 

suspensionssuspensions

# of 

Suspensions Frequency Percent

1 105,020 36%

2 37,603 13%

3 22,575 8%

4 16,772 6%

5 13,166 5%

6 10,865 4%

7 9,249 3%

8 7,819 3%

9 6,673 2%

10 5,863 2%

11 4,989 2%

12 4,583 2%

13 3,959 1%

14 3,658 1%

15 or more 36,806 13%

Total 289,600 100%

 
 
 

Profile of Suspension in NJProfile of Suspension in NJ

Incidence of driving while suspended/ revokedIncidence of driving while suspended/ revoked

Suspensions 

for Operating 

while 

susp/revoked Frequency Percent

0 230,874 80%

1 36,285 13%

2 14,730 5%

3 5,449 2%

4 1,629 1%

5 or more 633 0%

Total 289,600 100%
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Profile of Suspension in NJProfile of Suspension in NJ

Driver safety historyDriver safety history

# of points Frequency Percent

0 points 170,407 59%

1-6 points 74,087 26%

7-12 points 25,970 9%

> 12 points 19,136 7%

Total 289,600 100%

 
 

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

The use of license suspension as a penalty for nonThe use of license suspension as a penalty for non--

driving offenses has increased over the last 10driving offenses has increased over the last 10--15 years15 years

“Ability to pay” appears to play a significant role in “Ability to pay” appears to play a significant role in 

suspension patternssuspension patterns

Some studies have found that license suspension can be Some studies have found that license suspension can be 

a useful tool in changing negative social behavior (e.g., a useful tool in changing negative social behavior (e.g., 

discouraging DUI /DWI and encouraging compliance with discouraging DUI /DWI and encouraging compliance with 

child support payments)child support payments)

There are few comprehensive studies of license There are few comprehensive studies of license 

suspension/ revocation and its impactssuspension/ revocation and its impacts
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Recent StudiesRecent Studies

Oregon Department of Transportation (Joerger, Oregon Department of Transportation (Joerger, 

2002)2002)

–– Most frequent reasons for suspension:Most frequent reasons for suspension:

failure to pay fine failure to pay fine 

failure to comply with court order failure to comply with court order 

failure to appear in courtfailure to appear in court

–– Suspensions are more frequent in rural areasSuspensions are more frequent in rural areas

–– Suspensions are more frequent among male driversSuspensions are more frequent among male drivers

–– 25%  of suspended drivers are subsequently convicted 25%  of suspended drivers are subsequently convicted 

of driving while suspendedof driving while suspended

–– Researchers concluded that license suspension is not Researchers concluded that license suspension is not 

effective in preventing people from driving effective in preventing people from driving 

 
 

Recent StudiesRecent Studies

California Department of Motor Vehicles (Gebers California Department of Motor Vehicles (Gebers 
& DeYoung, 2002)& DeYoung, 2002)

–– Most frequent reason for suspension Most frequent reason for suspension –– failure to failure to 
appear in courtappear in court

–– Relative traffic safety risk of suspended drivers Relative traffic safety risk of suspended drivers 
depends on the reason for suspensiondepends on the reason for suspension

Drivers suspended for negligent operation or serious traffic Drivers suspended for negligent operation or serious traffic 
offenses =  highest traffic safety riskoffenses =  highest traffic safety risk

Drivers suspended for failure to pay child support =  lowest Drivers suspended for failure to pay child support =  lowest 
traffic safety risktraffic safety risk

Drivers suspended for other nonDrivers suspended for other non--driving offenses =  traffic driving offenses =  traffic 
safety risk comparable to validly licensed driverssafety risk comparable to validly licensed drivers
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State Agency OutreachState Agency Outreach

General email survey:General email survey:

–– Has your agency recently or is it currently involved in updatingHas your agency recently or is it currently involved in updating
your state’s drivers license suspension program or laws?your state’s drivers license suspension program or laws?

–– Does your state suspend licenses for nonDoes your state suspend licenses for non--driving related driving related 
reasons?reasons?

–– Does your state offer any mitigation or remedial programs aimed Does your state offer any mitigation or remedial programs aimed 
at addressing the unintended consequences of driver’s license at addressing the unintended consequences of driver’s license 
suspension?suspension?

–– Does your agency monitor/ track driver’s license suspensions?Does your agency monitor/ track driver’s license suspensions?

–– Are you aware of any recent studies examining the geographic Are you aware of any recent studies examining the geographic 
or socioor socio--economic distribution of driver’s license suspensions in economic distribution of driver’s license suspensions in 
your state?your state?

Detailed followDetailed follow--up interviews with states reporting the up interviews with states reporting the 
use of conditional/ restricted license programsuse of conditional/ restricted license programs

 
 

State Agency OutreachState Agency Outreach

41 states responded to the survey 41 states responded to the survey 

–– No responses were received from 9 states (FL, IN, No responses were received from 9 states (FL, IN, 

MA, MS, NH, NM, RI , SC & UT)MA, MS, NH, NM, RI , SC & UT)

14 states reported recent changes to state laws 14 states reported recent changes to state laws 

and/or regulations related to license suspensionand/or regulations related to license suspension

–– Most changes related to licensing in general and/or Most changes related to licensing in general and/or 

complying with federal mandatescomplying with federal mandates

33 states reported suspending licenses for non33 states reported suspending licenses for non--

driving reasonsdriving reasons
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State Agency OutreachState Agency Outreach

37 states reported issuing conditional and/or 37 states reported issuing conditional and/or 
restricted licensesrestricted licenses

13 states reported monitoring/ tracking license 13 states reported monitoring/ tracking license 
suspensionsuspension

–– Most produced only statistical abstracts documenting Most produced only statistical abstracts documenting 
the number of suspended drivers on a periodic basisthe number of suspended drivers on a periodic basis

Only 4 states (CA, OR, WI , & VT) reported any Only 4 states (CA, OR, WI , & VT) reported any 
knowledge of recent detailed studies examining knowledge of recent detailed studies examining 
suspension patterns and/or the impact of suspension patterns and/or the impact of 
suspensionssuspensions

 
 

State Agency OutreachState Agency Outreach

Of the 37 states reporting the use of conditional Of the 37 states reporting the use of conditional 

and/or restricted licenses:and/or restricted licenses:

–– All but 5 distinguish between suspension and All but 5 distinguish between suspension and 

revocation of driving privileges revocation of driving privileges 

–– All but 3 require suspended drivers to surrender their All but 3 require suspended drivers to surrender their 

license at the time of suspensionlicense at the time of suspension

–– More than ½  (23) make use of Ignition Interlock More than ½  (23) make use of Ignition Interlock 

Devices (I ID) for DUI /DWI offenders with conditional Devices (I ID) for DUI /DWI offenders with conditional 

or restricted licensesor restricted licenses
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Rates of suspension Rates of suspension 

in select states:in select states:
State

# of 

Licensed 

Drivers

# of 

Suspended 

Drivers Rate

Alabama 480,000 27,213 6%

Arkansas 1,900,000 101,500 5%

Connecticut 2,300,000 134,000 6%

Delaware 570,000 78,660 14%

Idaho 1,000,000 70,000 7%

Illinois 8,400,000 258,511 3%

Iowa 2,000,000 57,000 3%

Kansas 1,900,000 103,000 5%

Minnesota 3,600,000 163,500 5%

Missouri 3,500,000 320,344 9%

Montana 450,000 31,931 7%

Nebraska 1,300,000 53,539 4%

North Dakota 457,000 27,000 6%

Ohio 8,728,546 611,064 7%

Oklahoma 2,300,000 81,040 4%

Pennsylvania 8,300,000 600,000 7%

Tennessee 4,200,000 246,000 6%

Texas 15,000,000 430,000 3%

Washington 4,300,000 364,000 8%

Wisconsin 3,700,000 403,586 11%

Wyoming 455,000 15,000 3%

State Agency OutreachState Agency Outreach

 
 

Next Steps in New JerseyNext Steps in New Jersey

Complete analysis of suspended driver surveyComplete analysis of suspended driver survey

–– 700 suspended drivers /  400 never suspended drivers700 suspended drivers /  400 never suspended drivers

Prepare draft & final reports (Spring ’05)Prepare draft & final reports (Spring ’05)

Provide technical support to “Fairness & Provide technical support to “Fairness & 

Affordability Task Force”Affordability Task Force”

–– First meeting to be held in March 2005First meeting to be held in March 2005

–– Task force findings and recommendations to be Task force findings and recommendations to be 

presented to Governor and Legislature in March 2006presented to Governor and Legislature in March 2006
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ATTACHMENT 8 

 

 

Work Permits for 
Suspended/Revoked Drivers 

 
 

An AAMVA Survey 
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Attachment 8 
 

Title: Work Permits for Suspended/Revoked Drivers 
AAMVA Survey Results # 24 

Total Responses: 15 

 

1 - Does your state issue work permits to people convicted of driving under 

suspension or revocation?  

 
Yes   53%  
No   40%  
 

 

2 - If your state has authority to issue a work permit to someone convicted of driving 

under suspension or revocation, who is the work permit issued by?  

 
The court system  7%  
The administrative agency that issues the revocation or suspension  47%  
 

 

3 - If a work permit is issued, under what condition is the permit issued? Choose all 

that apply.  

 
Successful completion of driver improvement course  7%  
Successful completion of aggressive driving course 0%  
Proof of insurance paid in advance for full period of suspension/revocation  
33%  
No future traffic violations  27%  
 

 

4 - If the administrative Agency or the court system issues a work permit, is the 

permit issued under other conditions in addition to those listed in the question 

above? If so, what are those conditions?  

 
1 - DE. Successful completion of applicant hearing along with completion of the 
mandatory type course improvement. 
 
2 - IL. The petitioner must have an administrative hearing and show by clear and 
convincing evidence that: 1) the inability to drive creates an undue hardship for 
educational, employment, or medical reasons; and 2) the petitioner will not endanger the 
public safety and welfare. To do that, the petitioner will have to submit various 
documents/evidence at the hearing depending upon the reason for the loss of driving 
privileges, i.e., alcohol/drug evaluation & treatment documentation, ignition interlock 
installation, remedial education, etc. 
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3 - MI. Statutory authority 
 
4 - MO. Limited driving privileges (aka, work permit)can be issued for operating a 
vehicle under numerous conditions other than for purposes of employment. Section 
302.309 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, allows the limited driving privilege to be 
issued for the operation of a vehicle in connection with any of the following: 1. Business, 
occupation, or employment; 2. Seeking medical treatment for the operator; 3. Attending 
school or other institution of higher education; 4. Attending alcohol or drug treatment 
programs; or 5. Any other circumstance that the court or the director of revenue finds 
would create an undue hardship on the operator. 
 
5 - ND. Normally 1st time DUI offenders are able to get a work permit after serving 30 
days of their suspension period (the full suspension period for the 1st DUI is normally 90 
days). On the permit, the time frames and days of the week are identified during which 
the applicant can drive for work purposes only. They are normally required to also file 
and SR22 proof of insurance form w/DL division. 
 
6 - NE. only available after 30 days of no drive if person is subject to an administrative 
license revocation of 90 days; persons under 1 year ALR cannot get work permit 
 
7 - OR. Oregon does not suspend specifically for DWS or DWR. However, it's possible a 
person may be suspended, such as for a DUII and have a DWS on their record, and 
Oregon will issue a work permit. In addition to no future traffic violations, conditions 
include: 1. The person can not drive outside the permit restrictions. 2. If suspended for 
DUII, must maintain Ignition Interlock Device, DUII treatment recommendation, and 
court recommendation. 3. Maintain proof of insurance with our agency. 
 
8 - WI. If eligible under many statutory conditions, maximum of 12 hours per day/60 per 
week of operation. No operation for recreation/pleasure. Must list occupation and 
employer and area of operation. SR22 required throughout time period. 
 
9 - WY. Alcohol evaluation and class if alcohol was involved. 
 

 

5 - Does your Governor or the administrative agency responsible for processing 

suspensions and revocations have the authority to reduce or waive a suspension or 

revocation? If so, are there specific terms or conditions required in order to have 

the suspension waived?  

 
1 - AR. No. 
 
2 - DE. No 
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3 - IL. Illinois has both mandatory and discretionary suspensions and revocations. 
Mandatory sanctions are established and implemented by statute, whereas discretionary 
sanctions are established by statute yet implemented by agency rules. Discretionary 
sanctions can be rescinded or modified only if the petitioner requests and is successful at 
a formal administrative hearing. The guidelines for modifying a sanction are also 
established by rule. 
 
4 - MI. At certain time our agency may reduce the term or eliminate a suspension, not a 
revocation. No specific terms or conditions required. Governor does not. 
 
5 - MO. No 
 
6 - ND. Not to my knowledge. 
 
7 - OH. No 
 
8 - OR. There is no authority to reduce a suspension or revocation. 
 
9 - VA. No 
 
10 - VT. No. 
 
11 - WI. No. 
 
12 - WY. No 
 

 

6 - Does your court or administrative agency have the authority to issue a work 

permit for any of the following? 

  
Failure to pay a fine  13%  
Suspension for failure to pay a judgment  7%  
Suspensions for lack of SR22 on file  7%  
Suspension for vandalism committed from a motor vehicle  7% 

Posted on Sun, Feb. 20, 2005  
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ATTACHMENT 9 

 

Driver in Crash Lost License 

Five Times 

 
  

The Wichita Eagle 
By: Tim Potter 
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Attachment 9 

Driver in crash lost license 5 times 

 
Misty Redburn's license had long been suspended at the time of the crash that killed 

her nephew. Since 1999, convictions in Kansas for driving with a suspended license 

have doubled. 

  
The Wichita Eagle 
 BY TIM POTTER 

The Wichita woman whose young nephew died Monday after their car hit a tanker truck did 
not have a valid driver's license -- it had been suspended five times since 2000, records 
obtained by The Eagle show. 

Because her license had been suspended, Misty Redburn shouldn't have been driving the day 
her nephew, 5-year-old Santiago Serna, was fatally injured. According to the state Division 
of Vehicles, the 22-year-old's license has been repeatedly and continuously suspended for 
more than four years, since she was 18. 

Driving with a suspended license is a common and apparently growing problem. 

Statewide, the number of convictions for driving with a suspended license has almost 
doubled since 1999, records show. The increase began the year the Legislature made it a 
lesser crime to repeatedly drive with a suspended license. 

A member of the Senate Judiciary Committee called the increase a serious problem Saturday. 
"It's obviously something we need to take a quick look at," said Sen. Les Donovan, R-
Wichita. 

In Wichita, police arrest an average of about 2,000 drivers a year for suspended licenses. 

Redburn declined to comment for this report. She has not been arrested or charged in the 
accident. Police spokeswoman Janet Johnson said police are continuing to investigate. 

Redburn's public driving record shows her license was first suspended in September 2000 for 
failure to comply with a traffic citation; it does not appear to have been reinstated. Since then, 
four suspensions have been added to her record, most recently in June 2003 after she refused 
to take a test to determine if she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 

She has been convicted at least twice in Wichita Municipal Court of failing to have liability 
insurance. 

In the accident Monday, on West Street near 30th Street South, the boy was found wearing 
only a lap belt, police and witnesses said. 

His mother, Tiffany Howell, told The Eagle that doctors said pressure from the lap belt 
caused fatal internal injuries. She said her sister told her that she turned to look at the boy in 
the back seat right before the Ford Taurus slammed into the rear of a slowing gasoline tanker. 

A woman who saw the collision, Lizabeth Bonner, said that before the accident she called 
911 to report that the Taurus was moving erratically on I-235 and nearly hit a guardrail. 
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Increase in convictions 

Driving with a suspended license is a widespread problem in Kansas. 

The number of convictions reported to the state for driving with a suspended license rose 
from 6,339 in 1999 to 12,343 last year, records show. 

It's unclear how many accidents involve suspended licenses. 

Officers are asked to check a box on accident report forms saying whether a driver had an 
invalid license, a designation that would include a suspended license. 

The number of accidents involving invalid licenses has averaged around 3,000 annually the 
past five years, according to the Kansas Department of Transportation. 

Marcy Ralston, manager of the Department of Revenue's Driver Control Bureau, said she 
wondered if the increase in convictions for a suspended license could stem from law 
enforcement using more checkpoints. Unless motorists are stopped for other violations, a 
suspended license could go undetected. 

 

No longer a felony 

Repeatedly driving with a suspended license used to be a higher-level crime, said Lt. John 
Eichkorn, spokesman for the Kansas Highway Patrol. But the Legislature amended the law in 
1999 so that it was no longer a felony, only a misdemeanor. 

The change was part of a larger bill that focused on restructuring the way Kansas sentences 
habitual violent offenders. 

"I remember thinking... that's kind of a shame, because it used to have teeth in it, that would 
hopefully prevent people from driving... or make them think twice," Eichkorn said. 

Legislators apparently made it a lesser crime, he said, because of concerns that too many 
people were going to prison. 

In Wichita Municipal Court, the penalty for a first offense now carries a minimum of five 
days in jail and a $100 fine, and a maximum of six months in jail and a $500 fine; a second 
conviction would bring at least five days in jail and a $250 fine and up to one year in jail and 
a $2,500 fine. 

Sen. Phil Journey, R-Haysville, a lawyer who has represented thousands of traffic defendants, 
said even though driving with a suspended license is no longer a felony, there's still jail time -
enough to keep violators from driving without using prison space. 

But Donovan, who served on the judiciary committee in 1999 and continues to serve on it, 
said Saturday that he will raise the matter with other committee members. 

Legislators can go back to fix individual parts of a sentencing bill if they need to, he said. 

"When you see that current law is not working like you'd like to see it, when you see an 
influx of crime, it makes you go back and take another look at it," he said. 

 

Contributing: Fred Mann of The Eagle 


